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How to play warped records

Steve Hoffman Music Forums Home Forums are a discussion of the Music Corner qgt; Dismiss Notice We're Restoring Index Search and other forum caches this morning. Search results may seem incorrect until the indexing is complete, and the forum may react a little more slowly than usual until it's over. Discussion in Music Corner
began by Silas Stingy, October 12, 2011. Stream status: Not open to further answers. Stream status: Not open to further answers. Steve Hoffman Music Forums Home Forums are zgt; Discussions of the Music Corner zgt; Nothing is more devastating to a record collector than when one of your favorite pieces is deformed and unable to
play your beautiful music on your record player. Sometimes no matter how thorough we are with our collection of vinyl records, anything can happen that strain vinyl. What causes perverted vinyl? How can we fix distorted records? What steps can we take to make sure this doesn't happen again in the future? Why Do Records get
deformed is most often the cause of perverted records due to improper storage, and sometimes when we buy records from other collectors, people can be careless in storing them in damp basements. Others think they can store their records sleeveless and leave them naked to collect oil, dust and dirt. And try as much as we could,
sometimes we keep our records in places we know we shouldn't store them. We all make mistakes and we are only human after all. The second known cause of warp vinyl records is the possibility of accidental exposure to a heat source. Sometimes people store their collection of vinyl records in solar rooms that are easily heated.
Sometimes they store their records in places that are directly available to absorb sudden temperature changes, such as a room stove, water heaters in basements or heating and air conditioning systems in their homes. If possible, it's best to keep your records and turntables away from these areas in your homes. The third and most
unfortunate reason for perverted recording is because of age and as much as we love vintage recordings and how music sounds, sometimes repetitive games and combined with one of the two aforementioned causes can warp vinyl as well. But fortunately, there are many techniques for fixing deformed vinyl, which can help restore the
lives of our records to continue playing in the future. This is one of the best ways for you to recover your perverted records. But remember, while the following method may smooth out your record, it could potentially damage the grooves and add distortion to the vinyl. It is recommended to first evaluate the strain in your record and consider
if this is the best method for your writing, than to do this method. If it's a tiny strain in the record, follow the tutorial until the second step and it can fix the strain. If the strain is more severe, this short tutorial will fix the strain in your record. How to Fix Perverted Records What You Are You Need the following list of tools is that you will need to
complete this simple tutorial on how to fix deformed records: Warm WaterBasin or sinkDish soap (any kind can work)Optional: Record Cleaning SolutionRecord Cleaning Brush / PadDry WashclothsConventional / Electric OvenTwo Glass Panelflat Heavy Objects (Coffee Table Books) This tutorial will help restore the vinyl record in its
original form and you will be able to put it back on the turntable and play it again at the right time. Step One: Clear the record Make sure your record is clean. The easiest way to clean the recording is by using soap, water and brush recordings. If the record has only a small amount of dust, it is best to brush it with a carbon fiber brush, but
it is recommended to give the record a good dunk to make sure it is really clean. Fill the pool with warm, soapy water (any brand of soap dish will make). Place the record in the water, processing the edges to make sure that no damage is done for the groove. Once the recording is soaked, take a brush to record and wet it. Keep the
recording with one hand and move the brush in circular motions above the surface of the recording. Use caution and make sure not to scrub over the label. Once one side is clear, turn the record over and repeat. Once it is clean, run cold water over the record to wash it off. Take a washcloth and keep the record in your palm as you use
another washcloth to dry it. Dry one side and then flip it over and dry the other side. If you want to know more about cleaning records, check out our full guide to how to clean vinyl records. Step Two: Place the record between two glass panels This step will help your vinyl record return to its original shape when it is in the oven. This will
help prevent it from melting at warm temperatures. Take the record and place it between two glass panels that will cover the entire record. It is recommended that two large glass cutting boards be used as they are most commonly used for this step. Handle your record with care, place it in the middle of one of the glass panels and then
sandwich between them, placing another glass panel on top of the record. You can turn to the Youtube video by Jaydon Reimer to help you with this step: step three: place recording in the oven CAUTION: Glass can break down when it experiences high temperatures. Make sure your glass panels are at room temperature before you
place it in the oven. Preheat the oven to heat or 175 degrees Fahrenheit (or 80 degrees Celsius). From the stove to the mitt, two panels of glass with a record inside, in the oven. Be sure to watch the recording and make sure it doesn't melt. If you feel a bad smell or if you hear any strange sounds before coming out of the oven,
immediately remove the recording. Otherwise, you must be Keep the record in the oven for about 2 or 3 minutes. Step Four: Remove the record and add pressure This step will help ensure that your record stays flat and doesn't create any mysterious grooves or scratches in the vinyl and help return it to its original form. Grab two flatheavy objects. Heavy coffee table books are recommended for this step. Do not remove the recording from the glass panels. Place heavy books/objects on top of the glass until the record is fully cooled. Once the record is cool, you can remove it from the glass panels. How to Fix Perverted Recording Extra Tips Once Your Vinyl Record Is
Cooled. You can play it and see if the process helped fix the strain. If the strain is still there, you can repeat the process. If the vinyl plate is slightly deformed, you do not need to put it in the oven. You can just sandwich between two big and heavy books to cover the record and try to smooth it out. The pressure from the books helps with
impairments. But make sure it's clean first. Keep vinyl plates away from heat sources such as sleepy rooms, ovens, water heaters or air vents for heating/air conditioning. FOR future processing and care for your collection of vinyl records, it is best to handle the recordings on the edge and label. Oil from hands and fingertips attracts dirt
and glues it to vinyl. Make sure you maintain a cleaning mode for your records and a player, including a stylus. Make sure all records are stored in sleeves made of paper, plastic or wax to prevent future scratches. Plastic or wax paper sleeves are the most recommended and can be purchased online. If you have pets, don't leave vinyl
records unattended. Their paws, claws and hair could potentially damage vinyl scratches. It is recommended to place your records on a high shelf, preferably in a closet or on a high shelf to prevent them being knocked over. June 23, 2016 Levi SheppardShort on buying a replacement copy of your valuable records, there is really no quick
and easy way to ease the pain associated with a bent or distorted record on your hands, and buying a new one is not always an option. You may have noticed some people are putting a clamp over their records while they play them, but those don't work for each turntable, and they don't actually fix the warped entries, they just soften the
effects by smashing your record down while playing. While your perception is an easy way to fix warped records may be completely different than others in the vinyl collection community, simply bending it back the other way is not an option. This is a guide flattening deformed vinyl records will hopefully get you on track or at least prevent
you from irreparably damaging your records. you probably wouldn't read on how to solve this problem if it wasn't already a problem but but prevention is a good place to start. So before you go headlong into tackling warp problems, let's start with some basics about vinyl care that may prevent you from having to troubleshooting this
problem in the first place. First, don't put your records on a shelf with too many entries, relying on one bad record at the end. On a crowded shelf where there are no support dividers, the weight of each record folds quickly, and you don't want the entries at one end to keep the weight of your entire collection. That's why these Ikea shelves
are so highly coveted: they have the perfect balance of space on the shelf and support the cuttings. Just don't stack your records like a deck of cards. If you fold them horizontally, the top entries will be ok (probably), but the stack is too big (or too long), you will inevitably add excessive pressure to your records. Because some of your
sleeves will have things like drop cards, 7-inch bonus recordings, album art books, or protruding zippers from your copy of sticky fingers, uneven packaging will introduce disproportionate weight and pressure on the stack, further exacerbating the strain. Sure, go ahead and tastefully stack them for a picture, but stand them back up
posthaste. Simply put, it's bad for vinyl if you leave them stacked like pancakes. Don't do this. Finally, don't leave your notes in excessive heat. You'll see below that re-introducing heat will potentially help you tame warped records, but don't leave your records in a hot car or have them delivered on the sun-scorched threshold in Las Vegas,
where you can accidentally leave them for a week while on vacation. For short periods of time (such as when your vinyl is on the truck) you are probably fine, but direct heat and sunlight over a long period of time is detrimental to the life of your vinyl. Now that we've looked at the basics of how your records can get deformed in the first
place, next we'll go for a few common ways of solving problems if you notice your records are getting bent out of shape like your drunk aunt for Thanksgiving dinner. It's essentially a leave-it-between two big books-for-long-and-hope-fixes-is the way to go. If you have a large and heavy book to cover the record you're trying to iron out (like
that dust and Grooves coffee table book you asked your mom to buy you last year), this method will serve you well. Constant pressure should smooth out your LP in submission, like Rick Flair giving Figure 4, but it will take a long time to really make a difference. Be careful you don't do something more destructive in the process, like
adding a ton of weight to a dirty record and grinding grains of sand to the chorus of No. Believin. First, clear the record and think about how to leave the entry in in sleeve when you put it between the books - which should help prevent the dust building on any part on the left discovered. I'm not even going to refer to some of the how-to
websites that will teach you ways to fix the warped records by putting it between two big glasses and putting it in the oven. If you pay attention to all the warnings in the side panels, you would have a clear idea of how wrong this can go. However, if you find an article that is brazen enough to give you specifics and guide you through the
process with more detail than I'm going to, it might be worth a try, but only as a last ditch effort. He's paying attention to the warnings. Here are the common steps: Get two large glasses that will fit into your ovenPlace record between the two glasses, making sure that the record is a clean firstPreheat oven to the lowest temperature
settingPut your vinyl and glass sandwich in the oven for 30 minutesTurn heat offLet record to cool to room temperature To determine whether or not that fixed strain. If that's the case, fine. If not, then you'll need to try again on top, either a little more temperature or for a longer period, I just can't imagine a scenario where this is the best
option and I certainly wouldn't recommend it. Ovens for baking cookies and frozen pizzas and, as far as I know, nothing else. Where most simple fixes are usually harmless if they don't work, putting a vinyl plate in the kitchen stove just seems like you're asking for trouble - not to mention warnings of toxic fumes and general danger if you
embark on this adventure. For a record so valuable that you can't stand to replace it, it's probably also too valuable to risk completely melting it. If you are going to try to flatten your record this way, I would like to emphasize low temperature and patience first. If the method that you find online says it is easy and only takes 20 minutes, they
are liars and should not be trusted. Seriously though, as the last note on this method, concentrating too much heat on the recording can introduce a groove distortion (microscopically wearing down the grooves so the sound is not as dynamic as it was rage). It can give you the kind of flattering record, the all-time masking reality that you
just went to Martha Stewart on vinyl, baking like a pecan pie when you'd probably just better make a decorative bowl out of it. If someone told you that there are machines that you can buy that are specially made to smooth out vinyl records, they were right, but you were created for disappointment. Generally speaking, they exist, but they
are not only disproportionately inflated for their cost, but also almost impossible to find. With a small online you can be directed to Furutech - DF-2 LP Flattener (essentially less George Foreman grilled for your records), but you're not going to accidentally stumble upon one of those this weekend on target. Essentially, what these machines
are doing is combine Methods 1 and 2 from above in a more controlled fashion, taking most of the work out of the process and no longer requiring you to find two glasses that fit in the oven. If you have been forced to look for one of these devices, perhaps because the methods previously outlined have failed to solve this problem, you
should expect to spend over $2,500 to own one yourself. For that amount you can buy yourself a new stereo system and a potentially new collection of records in general, in which case it might be better to revise your priorities at this stage of life. Whichever way you decide to go, just remember that slightly deformed record that plays
better than the one that looks like a salad bowl because you accidentally overheated it in the oven. If you have a distorted record, give Method 1 a try before embarking on an unnecessary and possibly dangerous quest. But if you insist on trying a method where you cook it in the oven like pizza, take the time to try it a few times with some
dollar-bin vinyl first. Remember that you can make vinyl flat, but you can also damage the grooves and add distortion, so keep in mind that before committing any of these methods. More Gear Gear Reviews Reviews
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